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We present systematic investigations of buckling in Langmuir monolayers of polyvinyl acetate formed at the
air-water interface. On compression the polymer monolayers are converted to a continuous membrane with a
thickness of �2–3 nm of well-defined periodicity, �b. Above a certain surface concentration the membrane
undergoes a morphological transition buckling, leading to the formation of striped patterns. The periodicity
seems to depend on molecular weight as per the predictions of the gravity-bending buckling formalism of
Milner et al. for fluidlike films on water. However anomalously low values of bending rigidity and Young’s
modulus are obtained using this formalism. Hence we have considered an alternative model of buckling-based
solidlike films on viscoelastic substrates. The values of bending rigidity and Young’s modulus obtained by this
method, although lower than expected, are closer to the bulk values. Remarkably, no buckling is found to occur
above a certain molecular weight. We have tried to explain the observed molecular-weight dependence in terms
of the variation in isothermal compressive modulus of the monolayers with surface concentration as well as
provided possible explanations for the obtained low values of mechanical properties similar to that observed
for ultrathin polymer films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amphiphilic monolayers are known to form stable Lang-
muir monolayers at the air-water interface and can sustain
fairly high surface pressure, � �1,2�. However, on compres-
sion beyond a certain concentration these monolayers are
known to become unstable to a collapse transition, usually
accompanied by the formation of either multilayer islands on
the surface or dissolution in subphase or both �1–5�. Under
certain conditions this collapse transition is preceded by a
mechanical instability called the buckling that leads to for-
mation of regular striped pattern being determined by the
mechanical properties of the monolayers �6–12�. Buckling or
wrinkling has also been predicted and observed in thin elas-
tic membranes on elastic substrates �13–18�. It has been
shown that wrinkling stability occurs at a characteristic wave
vector determined by the ratios of the stiffness of the sub-
strate and the bending rigidity of the film �6–8,12,19�. These
predictions have been found to hold for films on soft elastic
substrate �5,12,19� as well as for monolayers on viscoelastic
substrate �15,20� such as water, indicating the remarkably
wide range of systems in which this phenomenon seems to
be observed. However the treatment of buckling of a solid-
like film on a viscous or viscoelastic substrate �20,21� is
slightly different from that of either a fluid film on a viscous
substrate �6� or a solid film on a solid substrate. Specifically
the buckling wavelength scales with the ratio of bending
rigidity and compressive stress than bending rigidity and
substrate stiffness. The phenomena of buckling has also been
incorporated as a technology for thin-film morphology
whereby mechanical properties of their film on elastic sub-
strate can be evaluated using the observations of their buck-
led patterns under compression or extension �22,23�. In cer-
tain cases buckling is detrimental for applicability of a

particular material, and it has been shown recently �24� that
incorporation of nanoparticles in polymer films can prevent
buckling of such films. This also points to the role of local
mechanical properties in determining buckling, something
which has not yet been taken into account in the theoretical
models. Although significant amount of work has been per-
formed on buckling in thin films �11–13,16–19�, very little
work �6–9� has been done on Langmuir monolayers. Poly-
mer Langmuir monolayers are ideal systems to study the role
of monolayer mechanical properties on the buckling transi-
tion and its characteristic features. Variation in molecular
weight is a very convenient way to change the intrinsic me-
chanical properties of the monolayers without changing the
chemical nature or the monolayer substrate interaction and to
study its effect on buckling in particular and morphological
transitions in general on polymer Langmuir monolayers.
Milner et al. �6� predicted that for polymeric monolayer the
buckling wave vector, qb, is expected to scale as

qb = �K

B
�1/4

. �1�

The corresponding buckling periodicity can therefore be
written as

�b = 2��B

K
�1/4

. �2�

Here B is the bending rigidity of the monolayer and
K=��mg where ��m is the mass density difference between
the air and the subphase �water� and g is the gravitational
acceleration. Using an estimate of B�N18/11 from scaling
relations �25�, one obtains the relation for variation in �b
with N as

�b � N9/22, �3�

where N is the polymerization index. Here we have per-
formed a systematic investigation of buckling transitions on*basu@physics.iisc.ernet.in
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Langmuir monolayers of polyvinyl acetate �PVAc� of three
molecular weights �62 K, 246 K, and 361 K� formed at the
air-water interface. Formation of buckled patterns with well-
defined periodicity, �b, was confirmed through atomic force
microscopy �AFM� on monolayers transferred onto solid
substrates from air-water interface. We find that above a cer-
tain surface concentration of polymer, the monolayers form a
very regular striped buckling/wrinkling pattern for 62 K and
246 K PVAc but surprisingly shows no buckling for the
361 K PVAc. The variation in �b with N seems to follow Eq.
�3� approximately. However the obtained values of bending
rigidity are anomalously low. An alternative explanation for
the observed buckling has been provided in terms of a model
of a solidlike layer on a viscoelastic substrate under com-
pressive stress �20,21�.

In Sec. II we discuss in detail the various experimental
methods for the preparation and characterization of the PVAc
monolayer including Langmuir-Blodgett techniques, x-ray
reflectivity, and atomic force microscopy. PVAc monolayers
of different molecular weight were prepared by Langmuir-
Blodgett technique. The estimates of the monolayer thick-
ness and the densities were obtained by detailed analysis of
the x-ray reflectivity data using the Parratt formalism
�26–28�. Atomic force microscopy was used to study the
surface morphology of the transferred monolayers. Section
III describes in detail the evolution of the buckling pattern
with concentration and their comparison as a function of
molecular weight which very closely follows the predicted
scaling relations �6,25�, except for the highest molecular
weight of polymer. Finally in Sec. IV we provide our con-
clusions and outlook on the observed surface morphological
features.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Langmuir monolayers

It has been shown in many experiments in recent years
�6–8� that Langmuir monolayers are the best system to per-
form very controlled measurements in two dimensions. The
present set of experiments are based on Langmuir monolay-
ers of PVAc of molecular weight 361 K �N=4191�, 246 K
�N=2856�, and 62 K �N=720�. PVAc solution in chloroform
of concentration 0.2 mg/ml was spread at the water surface
in a Langmuir trough of area 142 cm2 �KSV, Finland�. After
the solvent evaporation ��15 min�, the surface concentra-
tion was varied by compressing the barrier at constant speed
�3 mm/min� and the isotherms �� vs �� were recorded. The
surface pressure was measured using the Wilhelmy plate
with sensitivity of �0.01 mN /m. PVAc monolayers were
transferred on a silicon �Silicon Quest, USA� substrate at
different surface concentrations using the modified Schaefer
method for characterization of surface morphology. Before
the transfer of the polymer monolayer, the substrates were
cleaned with acetone two to three times to remove any sur-
face contamination and then etched with Piranha solution
�mixture of H2O2 and H2SO4 in ratio of 3:1� to make the
substrate surface hydrophilic. The transfer of the Langmuir
monolayers on the silicon substrates was done at a very slow

speed �0.5 mm/min� to avoid any damage of the film mor-
phology due to transfer.

B. X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity measurements were performed on trans-
ferred monolayers using a Bruker D-8 Discover diffracto-
meter with Cu K	 �wavelength of �=1.54 Å� radiation. The
incident beam was defined using a cross-coupled Goebel
mirror followed by a 0.4
10 mm2 slits before the sample.
The reflected beam was collected using a scintillation detec-
tor with appropriate collimating slits �1
10 mm2� after the
sample and before the detector. The data were recorded as a
function of perpendicular momentum transfer qz�=

4�
� sin ��.

C. Atomic force microscopy

AFM �Veeco CP2� measurements were performed on the
transferred PVAc monolayers at different surface concentra-
tions using contact mode with silicon probes �Mikromasch�
of radius �10 nm �spring constant of 0.3 N/m and reso-
nance frequency of 21 kHz�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The size of a polymer chain, Rg, scales with the polymer-
ization index, N, �Rg�N� where � depends on the dimen-
sionality of the system and is given by �=3 / �d+2�, where d
is the dimensionality of the system�. For a two-dimensional
�2D� polymer chain under good solvent condition �=3 /4.
Scaling prediction �29,30� of the variation in osmotic pres-
sure � with � in the semidilute regime gives

� � �y, y = �d/��d − 1� , �4�

where � is the Flory exponent, the value of which determines
the interface condition for the polymer chain. In Fig. 1 we
have shown the isotherms for PVAc monolayers of all the
three molecular weights �361 K, 246 K, and 62 K�. An ex-
tended linear region in the respective �-� isotherms can be
seen, from which the value of y has been evaluated using Eq.
�4�. This value turns out to be 2.900.03, from which the
exponent � has been estimated to be �0.76. This value is
remarkably close to the scaling prediction for 2D polymers
in good solvent. At higher concentrations corresponding to
the semidilute region, there is a clear change in slope in the
isotherms at �����. This marks the crossover from the se-
midilute to the concentrated phase and to possible changes in
mechanical properties of the monolayer. The value of ��� is
seen to vary slightly with molecular weight and varies be-
tween 0.8 and 1.0 mg /m2. We have performed AFM imag-
ing on transferred monolayers to study the morphological
transitions across ���, associated with this change in �-�
isotherms, the details of which have been discussed below. In
Fig. 2 we present AFM images of the monolayers for PVAc
62 K at two surface concentrations �h �1.5 mg /m2� and �l
�1.1 mg /m2�. It is clear that at low concentration the mor-
phology is almost flat while at the high concentration clear
periodic striped pattern appears. The features seen in the im-
age are typical of the transferred monolayers, and we have
verified this by collecting images from different regions of
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the sample. To obtain information on the periodicity of the
buckled pattern, �b, we have taken the mean value from sev-
eral such line profiles across the image. For 62 K PVAc
transferred at �h we find �b�13010 nm. On the other
hand for the monolayers transferred at lower density, �l, we
find a completely flat surface morphology, indicating a clear
lack of buckling or any other morphological transitions. Let
us now compare similar AFM data on PVAc 246 K mono-
layers. As shown in Fig. 3, behavior similar to 62 K is found.
At low surface concentration, �l, the transferred monolayers
are fairly smooth while at high concentration, �h, the regular
buckling pattern appears, indicating the presence of a critical
surface concentration above which buckling sets in. The
buckling periodicity, �b, in this turns out to be

�21020 nm. The buckling periodicity, �b, clearly de-
pends on the molecular weight of PVAc. In Fig. 4 we show
the power spectral density �PSD� extracted from fast Fourier
transform �FFT� of the AFM images as shown in Figs. 2 and
3. The maxima in the respective PSD for 62 K and 246 K
PVAc correspond to the respective qb. For 62 K PVAc trans-
ferred at �h we find qb��4.80.4�
10−3 Å−1, and for
246 K monolayer it varies from �3.20.3�
10−3 Å−1. Us-
ing Eqs. �1� and �3� we obtain

�qb�62 K

�qb�246 K
� �N246 K

N62 K
�x

� �3.97�x. �5�

Using the respective values of qb for 246 K and 62 K
from Fig. 4 we obtain x=0.30. The obtained value of x is
also reasonably close to scaling predictions �Eq. �3��, thus
suggesting that buckling in our systems could be determined
by gravity and bending rigidity. Using in situ grazing inci-

FIG. 1. Pressure � vs surface concentration � for PVAc mono-
layers of molecular weight �a� 62 K �b� 246 K, and �c� 361 K. �d�
The isothermal compressive modulus �=�� ��

�� �T vs � for all the
three molecular weights 62 K ���, 246 K ���, and 361 K ���,
respectively, of PVAc. The vertical dashed line alongside the data
indicates the crossover concentration, ���, for the respective mo-
lecular weights. Arrows indicate the concentration at which the
films were transferred.

FIG. 2. �Color online� AFM images of the PVAc monolayer
�62 K� on silicon substrate transferred using the modified
Langmuir-Schaefer method at different �: �a� 1.5 mg /m2 and �b�
1.1 mg /m2. The height variation along the lines indicated on the
images is shown below each image. The buckling period �b at �h

was calculated from the periodicity in the line profile as shown in
�a�.
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dence small-angle x-ray scattering �GISAXS� measurements,
reported in a separate communication �31� on 246 K PVAc
monolayers, we have verified that the buckling periodicity on
water and on silicon substrate is the same, clearly indicating
that the observed features on monolayers after the transfer to
solid substrates are a true representation of features already
formed on water surface and show no major morphological
rearrangements after transfer. Remarkably we find that for
the monolayers of 361 K PVAc no buckling seems to occur.
This is clearly evident from the AFM images of transferred
monolayers in Fig. 5. At low concentration the transferred
monolayers appear to be quite smooth similar to what was
observed for the 246 K and the 62 K monolayers at similar
surface concentrations. The high-density monolayer shows

structural inhomogeneities but no buckling. The scaling pre-
dictions do not provide any restriction on the applicability of
the theory for certain molecular weight of polymers. Is it
possible that some other factors are responsible for the ob-
served buckling and especially the molecular-weight depen-
dence? Langmuir monolayers are known to undergo morpho-
logical transformations such as multilayer formation or
collapse at high concentrations �3–5�. Is it possible that such
morphological transformations are responsible for the ob-
served buckling?

Since AFM only provides information on surface topog-
raphy, we have performed x-ray reflectivity measurements on
the transferred monolayers to determine the thickness, elec-
tron density, and related parameters to rule out other possible
reasons for the observed morphological transformations such
as bilayer or multilayer formation. The fits to the respective
reflectivity data were performed using a multilayer model
based on the Parratt formalism �26–28� and are found to give
excellent fits to all the data. The obtained electron-density
profiles have also been shown for the respective data. Com-
paring the obtained density profiles for 62 K PVAc monolay-
ers transferred at �l and �h, as shown in Fig. 6�b�, we find
that in the low-density phase the PVAc layer has a thickness
of 16 Å and density of 0.15e /Å3 and that in the high-density
phase it has a marginally higher thickness of 18 Å and elec-
tron density of 0.19e /Å3. It is clear that bilayer formation or
major morphological transformation is not driving the ob-
served morphology for this PVAc system. Similarly, the
PVAc monolayer of 246 K transferred at �h and �l reveals
thicknesses of 14 and 17 Å with densities 0.28 and 0.2e /Å3,
respectively, as indicated in Fig. 7�b�. The monolayer of
PVAc for molecular weight 361 K has a thickness of 14 Å
and density of 0.15e /Å3 at �l and thickness of 35 Å and
density 0.12e /Å3 at �h �Fig. 8�b��. The analysis of the reflec-
tivity data for 361 K monolayers at �h does seem to indicate
significant change in thickness as compared to thickness at
�l. However it might be noted that reflectivity from such
highly rough and inhomogeneous layers makes it difficult for

FIG. 3. �Color online� AFM images of the PVAc monolayer
�246 K� on silicon substrate transferred using the modified
Langmuir-Schaefer method at different �: �a� 1.5 mg /m2 and �b�
1.1 mg /m2. The height variation along the lines indicated on the
images is shown below each image. The buckling period �b at �h

was calculated from the periodicity in the line profile as shown in
�a�.

FIG. 4. PSD extracted from AFM image at �h for PVAc mono-
layer of molecular weight 62 K ��� and 246 K ���, respectively.
The maxima in the PSD correspond to the wave vector, qb, as
defined in Eq. �1�.
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proper interpretation of results. It is also unlikely that there is
a buckling transition taking place in 361 K PVAc monolayer
between �l and �h which is followed by the collapse of the
monolayer in such a narrow range of surface concentration
��l����h�. Recent in situ GISAXS measurements confirm
this.

Clearly, the gravity-bending buckling does not seem to be
able to explain the observed buckling phenomena, and there
does not seem to be any other morphological transformations
underlying the buckling we observe for the PVAc monolay-
ers. We, therefore, consider an alternative model for buckling
of these films based on the work of Huang and Suo �21�. The
buckling periodicity �b scales as

�b =� B

�h
. �6�

Here � is the in-plane compressive stress and h is the
thickness of the solid film. We estimate � using the relation
�h�

�h��

L �6 kPa for 62 K and 246 K PVAc monolayers.

Here �� is the compressive strain on the monolayer, � is the
compression modulus, and L corresponds to the Wilhelmy
plate dimension. Using the obtained values of �, the esti-
mates of h from the reflectivity measurements and the ob-
served buckling period, �b, in Eq. �6�, we find that
B246 K�0.10KBT and B62 K�0.05KBT. Further, B can be re-
lated to Young’s modulus E through the relation �6,8�

E =
12�2��1 − �2�

h2 , �7�

where � is the Poisson ratio. Using Eqs. �6� and �7� we find
E62 K�300 kPa and E246 K�650 kPa. Although these esti-

FIG. 5. �Color online� AFM images of the PVAc monolayer
�361 K� on silicon substrate transferred using the modified
Langmuir-Schaefer method at different �: �a� 1.5 mg /m2 and �b�
1.1 mg /m2. The height variation along the lines indicated on the
images is shown below each image.

FIG. 6. Reflectivity data for PVAc monolayer of molecular
weight 62 K �a� at �h ��� and at �l ���, respectively. The reflec-
tivity data at �l have been rescaled vertically for clarity. �b� Elec-
tron density, �, vs depth from the film surface, Z, extracted from the
fits to the respective data.

FIG. 7. Reflectivity data for PVAc monolayer of molecular
weight 246 K �a� at �h ��� and at �l ���, respectively. The reflec-
tivity data at �l have been rescaled vertically for clarity. �b� Elec-
tron density, �, vs depth from the film surface, Z, extracted from the
fits to the respective data.
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mates are considerably lower than the bulk value of E for
PVAc ��600 MPa� �32�, they are much higher than what
was obtained using the gravity-bending formalism of buck-
ling �Eq. �1� or Eq. �2��. However our estimates of B and E
are based on the obtained values of � measured using the
Wilhelmy plate. These are expected to be on the lower side
as it is known that the measurements of stress using Wil-
helmy plate are likely to have error �12,33� when the mono-
layer becomes solidlike �34� at high surface concentrations.
Thus the actual values of the modulus and the rigidity could
be higher than the calculated values but are likely to be lower
than the bulk values. It has also been observed earlier �35,36�
that ultrathin polymer films or thin surface layers on bulk
polymer have significantly lower mechanical properties than
their bulk counterparts. What is the origin of the observed
molecular-weight dependence of the buckling periodicity?
Since the surface stress, �, is independent of molecular
weight and the monolayer thicknesses are also approximately
the same for both molecular weights, at �h, according to Eq.
�7�, the observed molecular-weight dependence of the buck-
ling period can be related to the molecular-weight depen-
dence of Young’s modulus. The dependence of Young’s
modulus on molecular weight has also been observed earlier
�37�. Why does the 361 K monolayer not buckle? To under-
stand this let us see what drives buckling in these monolayer
films. We generally observe that the film do not buckle below

���. It is known that PVAc monolayers enter a highly con-
centrated phase for ����� and at the same time the com-
pression modulus, �, also decreases �Fig. 1�. The resulting
dense but compressible monolayer thus buckles under com-
pressive stress. The change in � as compared to ���� is �15%
for 62 K and 246 K at �h. The change in modulus is consid-
erably more for 361 K ��25%�. The higher compressibility
�1 /�� might prevent the monolayer from buckling at interme-
diate compressive strain. At higher compressive strain the
monolayer probably collapses, leading to the structure ob-
served in Fig. 5. Although our proposed model does seem to
explain the observed buckling phenomena in polyvinyl ac-
etate monolayers of different molecular weights, we are per-
forming more systematic measurements to understand the
nature of micromechanical properties of the polymer mono-
layers which could be responsible for the reduction in me-
chanical properties as well as the molecular-weight depen-
dence of buckling.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have shown how buckling wavelength in
monolayers of polyvinyl acetate depends on molecular
weight. Surprisingly, for the highest molecular weight stud-
ied no buckling is observed for any surface concentration.
Although scaling of the buckling wavelength, �b, with poly-
merization index seems to suggest presence of gravity-
bending buckling, the obtained values of bending rigidity
and hence Young’s modulus of PVAc are anomalously low.
Hence we have looked at an alternative scenario of buckling
of a solidlike film on a viscous substrate rather than the fluid-
on-fluid model implicit in the treatment of gravity-bending
buckling. The values of B and E are much closer to the bulk
values of PVAc but are still lower. This is consistent with the
recent observation of reduced Young’s modulus for ultrathin
polymer films. However, we also do not rule out the neces-
sity of introducing micromechanical effects to explain the
observed behavior. Finally for 361 K PVAc we provide an
explanation, based on reduced compression modulus, to the
observed absence of buckling in such monolayers.
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